Growth cones contain a dynamic population of neurofilament subunits.
Neurofilaments (NFs) are classically considered to transport in a primarily anterograde direction along axons, and to undergo bulk degradation within the synapse or growth cone (GC). We compared overall NF protein distribution with that of newly expressed NF subunits within NB2a/d1 cells by transfection with a construct encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP) conjugated NF-M subunits. GCs lacked phosphorylated NF epitopes, and steady-state levels of non-phosphosphorylated NF subunits within GC were markedly reduced compared to those of neurite shaft as indicated by conventional immunofluorescence. However, GCs contained significant levels of GFP-tagged subunits in the form of punctate or short filamentous structures that in some cases exceeded that visualized along the shaft itself, suggesting that GCs contained a relatively higher concentration of newly synthesized subunits. GFP-tagged NF subunits within GCs co-localized with non-phosphorylated NF immunoreactivity. GFP-tagged subunits were observed within GC filopodia in which steady-state levels of NF subunits were too low to be detected by conventional immunofluorescence. Selective localization of fluorescein versus rhodamine fluorescene was observed within GCs following expression of NF-M conjugated to DsRed1-E5, which shifts from fluorescein to rhodamine fluorescence within hours after expression; axonal shafts contained a more even distribution of fluorescein and rhodamine fluorescence, further indicating that GCs contained relatively higher levels of the most-recently expressed subunits. GFP-tagged structures were rapidly extracted from GCs under conditions that preserved axonal structures. These short filamentous and punctate structures underwent rapid bi-directional movement within GCs. Movement of GFP-tagged structures within GCs ceased following application of nocodazole, cytochalasin B, and the kinase inhibitor olomoucine, indicating that their motility was dependent upon microtubules and actin and, moreover, was due to active transport rather than simple diffusion. Treatment with the protease inhibitor calpeptin increased overall NF subunits, but increased those within the GC to a greater extent than those along the shaft, indicating that subunits in the GC undergo more rapid turnover than do those within the shaft. Some GCs contained coiled aggregates of GFP-tagged NFs that appeared to be contiguous with axonal NFs. NFs extended from these aggregates into the advancing GC as axonal neurites elongated. These data are consistent with the presence of a population of dynamic NF subunits within GCs that is apparently capable of participating in regional filament formation during axonal elongation, and support the notion that NF polymerization and transport need not necessarily occur in a uniform proximal-distal manner.